ROMANSNAIL LLC
CONTRACT OVERVIEW

We believe in creating contracts to protect our clients, our company, and our high
quality of work. Expectations are established on both sides before we begin any
project. Here is a brief overview of the information contained in our contract.
→ Timeline: The timeline for the project will be developed by RomanSnail LLC and
is subject to change.
→ Payment: If there are upfront writing, publishing and marketing costs, they will be
included in the contract.
If the client, in addition to their initial application, submits a marketing plan and is
accepted for alternate payment options, the contract will include a predetermined
publisher’s percentage of the sales and RomanSnail LLC will charge no upfront
fee. The client agrees to participate in the development and marketing of the book.
→ Ownership: RomanSnail LLC will own the artistic license (for the purpose of
creative alteration of the grammar or language, or the rewording of pre-existing
text.)
→ Manuscript Changes: If the client requests changes to the manuscript after a
predetermined point in the creative process, there may be added costs on the part
of the client. That cost will be based on when and what changes were made. For
example, if the client would like to add a business resume to a previously copyedited manuscript, RomanSnail LLC will charge for the use of a technical writer
and second copy-edit.
→ Recording Consent: For ghostwriting services, RomanSnail LLC will conduct
audio recordings and the client will be required to participate in interviews. The
client must also be available to provide supplemental information.
→ Confidentiality Clause: The ghostwriter will not be credited as an author, meaning,

the ghostwriter will not be given credit in or on the book unless the client elects to
add them in the acknowledgements. The ghostwriter may credit the project for
resume purposes only.
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The contract will vary depending upon the ghostwriting
agreement and the desires of the client.
If you have any further questions, please write to us at
admin@romansnail.com
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